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Summary
The course will cover the primary exact and approximate algorithms for reasoning with probabilistic
graphical models (e.g., Bayesian and Markov networks, influence diagrams, and Markov decision
processes). We will present inference-based, message passing schemes (e.g., variable elimination) and
search-based, conditioning schemes (e.g., cycle-cutset conditioning and AND/OR search). Each
algorithm class possesses distinct characteristics and in particular has different time vs. space behavior.
We will emphasize the dependence of the methods on graph parameters such as the treewidth, cyclecutset, and (pseudo-tree) height. We will start from exact algorithms and move to approximate schemes
that are anytime, including weighted mini-bucket schemes with cost-shifting and MCMC sampling.
Syllabus
Class 1: Introduction and Inference schemes
• Basic Graphical models
– Queries
– Examples/applications/tasks
– Algorithms overview
• Inference algorithms, exact
– Bucket elimination
– Jointree clustering
– Elimination orders
• Decomposition Bounds
– Dual Decomposition, GDD
– MBE/WMBE
– Belief Propagation

Class 2: Search Schemes
• AND/OR search spaces, pseudo-trees
– AND/OR search trees
– AND/OR search graphs
– Generating good pseudo-trees
• Heuristic search for AND/OR spaces
– Brute-force traversal
– Depth-first AND/OR branch and bound
– Best-first AND/OR search
– The Guiding MBE heuristic
– Marginal Map (max-sum-product)
• Hybrids of search and Inference
Class 3:
• Variational methods
– Convexity & decomposition bounds
– Variational forms & the marginal polytope
– Message passing algorithms
– Convex duality relationships
• Monte Carlo sampling
– Basics
– Importance sampling
– Markov chain Monte Carlo
– Integrating inference and sampling
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